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Abstract 

This piece x-rays the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact that was 

negotiated between the Federal Government of Nigeria and the 

United Kingdom in 1958, signed in 1960 and abrogated in 1962 due 

to public protests. The study relied on the secondary sources of data 

collection drawn basically from textbooks, articles, Journals, the 

internet among others. As a framework of analysis, the study settled 

for neo-realism and used the content analysis approach to analyse 

the data gathered.  The research arrived at the following findings: 

The Pact was initiated by the British government to serve her 

defence interests and was used to negotiate Nigeria’s independence; 

Nigeria’s first endorsement of the pact was premised on the need to 

please Britain in order to gain independence; several factors 

accounted for the abrogation of the Pact and finally; the whole 

episode left significant implication on the Nigerian society, 
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including her foreign policy decisions. The paper recommends that 

foreign policy decision must be thoroughly scrutinized before 

embarking on; students must not cease to act, when necessary, for 

the interest of the nation and; Nigeria should avoid any Pact with 

foreign countries that will make her fall prey to neo-colonialism.          

             

Key Terms:  Defence, Nigeria, Pact, Anglo, United Kingdom, Britain, foreign, 

policy  

 

Introduction  

Governments across the world desire comfort, prestige, freedom from 

external control, security, protection and preservation of territorial integrity 

and independence, economic prosperity and well-being of citizens. In 

pursuit of these desires, several means, including economic; such as foreign 

aids, grants, trade, sanctions and embargoes. Political; diplomacy, 

treaties/agreements, military alliances, force and wars are usually 

employed (Katsina, 2008:58, Dauda, Adie and Nwokedi, 2018:84). Defence 

Pact, an aspect of Military alliances (Attina, 2004) in particular, has been 

utilized by different countries to achieve their defence interests. The United 

States, for instance, has over 50 collective defence agreements across the 

world (Watson, 2017). Similarly, prior to independence in 1960 Nigeria and 

the British Government signed the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact to serve 

their defence interests.   

The Pact, which till date is regarded as the most controversial issue in 

Nigeria’s foreign policy, was at the instance of the British Government, who 

felt the need to among other things, “secure UK interests in Nigeria after 

independence, these interests being primarily to help Nigeria to maintain a 

satisfactory unity under the system of parliamentary government that has 

been adopted to secure UK economic and financial interests and to give 

maximum support to UK and general Western policies”(Lynn, 2001:lxxxi). 

Thus, upon approval and ratification, both countries will “afford each other 

such assistance as may be necessary for mutual defence and to consult 
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together on the measures to be taken jointly or separately to ensure the 

fullest cooperation between them for this purpose” (Garuba, 2008:2). The 

Defence Pact was, however, greeted with widespread criticisms and 

protests, specifically from the members of the opposition groups led by 

Chief Obafemi Awolowo and the student union, who saw it as the British 

grand strategy to subject Nigeria to a perpetual neo-colonial domination 

thereby forcing the governments of Nigeria and Britain to abrogate in 1962 

(Adeniran, 1989:32).     

This paper shall, therefore, undertake an x-ray of the Anglo-Nigerian 

Defence Pact with a view to stimulating responses to the following research 

questions: what prompted the signing of the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact? 

What were the major provisions of the Pact? Were there factors that explain 

why the Pact was terminated? What implication did the whole episode of 

the Defence Pact have on the Nigerian society in general and her foreign 

policy in particular?  

 

Conceptual Clarifications  

Anglo: Anglo: This Prefix refers to the English people or those of British 

origin.   

Pact: A pact is a formal agreement between two or more people, 

organizations, or governments to do a particular thing or help each other 

(Collins, 2018). Other synonyms for Pact include: agreement, treaty, accord 

etc. As used in this study, a pact means an agreement signed between 

Britain and Nigeria.  

     

Defence Pact: A defence pact refers to “a type of treaty or military alliance 

where the signatories promise to support each other military to defence 

each other” (Krause, 2001). Omoigui (2015) defines a defence pact or treaty 

as “a formal covenant between states to enhance the defence and security 

capabilities of its signatories. In a general sense, it can range from a non-

aggression pact to a broader joint ‘friendship and cooperation’ security 

treaty to a very specific military commitment mental defence against 
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aggression or to protect sovereignty and/or territorial integrity and/or 

strategic defence interests”. To Attina and Repucci, (2004:64) Defence Pacts 

“are military agreements among governments that pledge to coordinate 

their defence systems and define some forms of aggregation of their 

military forces”. They noted that the number of such pacts increased 

sharply in the aftermath of the Second World War because of the 

polarization of the system but later decreased following some reactions 

from a growing number of system members over the great power pressure 

for security alignment. Be that as it may, a number of defence pacts are still 

being signed by many states across the world today. It important to note 

that the Warsaw Pact signed in 1955 by the Soviet Union as a 

countermeasure against the Northern Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) earlier established by the West in 1959 (Adeniran, 2007:139) was 

one of the famous defence Pacts in the last century. African states have 

signed different Pacts to ensure the security and defence of their strategic 

interests or national boundaries from external invaders. For instance, as at 

December, 1982,  African countries “with the exception of Burundi, Cape 

Verde Gambia, Lesotho, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao-tome, Sierra Leone, 

Swaziland and Zambia the rest of them had “one form of defence 

agreement or the other with foreign powers” (Akpuru-Aja, 2009:151).    

 

Theoretical Framework 

For the purpose of analysis, the paper aligns itself with Neo-realism, a 

strand of realist theory which believes that the anarchic world creates in 

states the desire to fend for themselves in terms security and defence. The 

theory emerged basically from Kenneth Waltz’s 1979 publication entitled: 

Theory of International Politics where he centres his argument on the 

structure of international system as being anarchic. Waltz emphasizes the 

importance of the ‘structure’ of the international system and its role as the 

key determinant of state behaviour. The author defines the structure of the 

international system in terms of three elements- organizing principle 

(anarchy and hierarchy), differentiation of units (states), and distribution of 
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capabilities across units, which according to him is of fundamental 

importance to understand crucial international outcomes (Mgonja and 

Makoba, 2009:5).  

Neo-realism, simply put, argues that the international system is anarchic- 

that is, without a central authority or sovereign entity to regulate the 

conducts/ behaviours of states like the nation state that has a way of 

enforcing law and order within its territorial borders- given this situation, 

states are compelled to provide security for their own survival (Dornan, 

2011; Dauda, 2013; Adeniji and Adie, 2015). Using this theory, the paper 

argues that the British and the Nigerian governments decided to negotiate 

the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact in order to provide security and defence 

for each other in the absence a central authority in the global system to 

protect their interests. 

 

Background to the Anglo-Nigeria Defence Pact 

The Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact was a basic foreign policy that came into 

existence shortly after Nigeria’s independence in 1960 (Okpoko, 1994:12). It 

was also “Nigeria’s first action as an independent state and represented an 

initiative designed to foster greater Nigeria-British relations” (Adeniran, 

1989:32). Before the Pact was initiated, it was reported that prior to Nigeria’s 

independence in 1960, the British government was seriously concerned 

about the future of her defence interests in the new Nigeria as well as Africa. 

This triggered a careful review of her defence policy interests producing a 

conclusion that Britain required overflying and staging rights in Nigeria in 

order to reinforce her forces elsewhere in Africa and the Indian ocean, all of 

which would require the use of Kano airport and the signing of defence 

agreement (Lynn, 2001:lxxxiii). Consequently, during the London 

Constitutional Conference of 1958, the then British Minister of Defence, 

Duncan Sandys, presented an outline document containing the following 

provisions to the Nigerian Leaders as conditions for the granting of 

independence:    
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1. An undertaking by two Governments to afford one another such 

assistance as may be necessary for mutual defence;  

2. U.K. to provide Nigeria on request and on terms to be agreed, 

personnel to help in the staffing, administration and training of the 

Federal Armed forces; training facilities for members of these forces; 

expert advice and assistance in operational and technical military 

matters; and assistance in the supply of military equipment; 

3. Military aircraft of either country, including aircraft under the 

control of the armed forces of either country, to enjoy unrestricted 

overflying and air staging facilities in each other’s territory;  

4. Nigeria to lease to the U.K. (on terms to be agreed):- (a) a piece of 

land in Kano (of up to 150 acres) on which the U.K. may construct 

facilities and station personnel for staging purposes; (b)  on 

application by UK a piece of land large enough (about 1,000 acres) 

for the construction and operation of an airfield and staging post, if 

for any reason Kano became unsuitable;  

5. Nigeria to permit supplies and equipment required by UK for the 

purposes of the defence agreement to be moved without hindrance 

and discrimination to and from Kano or other staging airfield;  

6. Nigeria to afford UK in time of emergency such port facilities at 

Lagos and port Harcourt as H.M.G.[Her Majesty Government] may 

request;  

7. The above, and such necessary provisions, to be elaborated and 

embodied in a formal agreement to be concluded between the two 

government on independence (Lynn, 2001:573)     

The document was signed by Tafawa Balewa, Nnamdi Azikiwe, Obafemi 

Awolowo and the Sardauna (Lynn: 2001: lxxxiii).  

Explaining why Nigeria’s representatives had to sign the document which 

would allow Britain to lease land and facilities in Kano, have overflying and 

staging rights, use Lagos and Portharcourt habours in event of war in turn 

for military training, assistance and equipment, Katsin, (2008) stated that 

the Nigerian leaders were not happy with the idea of the Defence Pact but 
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went ahead to sign it with the hope that it would be revisited after 

independence. And that the Premiers feared that Her Majesty’s 

Government would delay their independence if they did not accept it. So at 

that time it was considered as “actual manoeuver by Nigerian political class 

to secure Nigeria’s independence” (Katsina, 2008:59). However, by 1960 

specifically, after the January 12 meeting with Mr. Macmillan, the then 

British Prime Minister Tafawa Balewa complained about Nigeria’s defence 

in light of the French withdrawal from her neighbours. In fact, according to 

one report, it was stated that:   

           With the disintegration of French West Africa, 

Nigeria may soon be surrounded by a number 

of small independent states with varying 

standards of efficiency some of which may be 

exposed to hostile influences and penetration. 

This will greatly increase the risk of infiltration 

across the frontier and the possibility of border 

incidents of one kind or another. Federal 

Government is evidently concerned about their 

capacity in those circumstances to preserve the 

territorial integrity of Nigerian (Lynn, 

2001:647).  

 

This provided an opportunity for the British to quickly “subsume the 

original agreement within the broader needs of Nigerian defence” (Lynn, 

2001: lxxxiv). Following this, a draft copy was represented to Nigeria 

Government for consideration and by November 19, 1960 the Nigerian 

Parliament approved the Pact by a vote of 166 to 38 (Ede,2013; Adeniran, 

1989:32) after the duo of Mohammadu Ribadu and Festus Okotie-Eboh 

moved and seconded a motion respectively for it approval by the legislators 

(Ojeih, 2016:217). 

Meanwhile, many Nigerians had continued to condemn the Defence Pact 

citing neo-colonialism and imperial domination. The condemnation went 
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on undauntedly throughout the period of the defence Pact. For instance, in 

1961 a bill was proposed for the renewal of the Pact but it was vehemently 

rejected by the members of the opposition via a motion. This was 

accompanied by widespread demonstrations by students of the university 

College Ibadan, who stormed the Federal Parliament in Lagos to call for its 

cancellation (Adeniran, 1989:33). As a result of the demonstrations and 

other factors we shall soon consider, the Defence Pact was abrogated in 1962 

(Adeniran, 1989:33; Lynn, 2001). 

Six of the Students- B. O.Esan, T. K. Alabi, E. Kobeni, M. Anibaba R. Adu, 

and E. O. Akunsola were arrested, charged to court, tried for “unlawful 

assembly” and subsequently found guilty (Gravel International, 2015). But 

rather than jailing them, the above source reported that the Magistrate 

Atake “bounded them over to be of ‘good behavours’ for twelve months”. 

Summarizing the rationale for the pact Omoigui (n.d) has argued that 

“Britain wanted an airbase in Kano to support its operation in the Middle 

East in exchange for the number of defence and security commitments to 

Nigeria in addition to granting political independence”     

 

Factors that Gave Rise to the Signing of the Defence Pact  

The Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact did not just come into force; its 

emergence was premised on certain factors that were prevalent at that time. 

Some of these factors are discussed below:   

Security and Defence Vacuum: It is reported that up until “independence 

in 1960 the Federal powers over defence and foreign affairs were exercised 

by the British government”. But during the 1957 Constitutional Conference 

it was decided that by 1958 the British control over Nigeria’s military forces 

should come to an end (Idang, 1970) thereby leaving a vacuum in terms of 

defence and security. Thus, in order to fill the vacuum, “the British lobbied 

the Prime Minister of Nigeria, Sir Alhaji Tafawa Balewa for the 

establishment of the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact” (Akpuru-Aja, 2009:166) 
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Attainment of Leadership Aspiration: Nigeria has always been seen as the 

leader of Africa given its position, arable land, population, economic 

opportunity among others. So signing the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact 

was not only served as an “image booster” but also “additional element to 

project its ambition of leadership in Africa from a position of strength….” 

(Apkuru-Aja, 2003:252). 

 

Sustenance of British Strategic Interests: This point is very clear from the 

writing of Wyss (2016:1) who noted thus: “The episode of the Anglo-

Nigerian Defence Agreement clearly illustrate that British, driven by its 

global cold war military strategy, wanted to secure its long-term interests 

in sub-Saharan Africa”.  

 

Containment of Communism and Checkmating the Excesses of Kwame 

Nkrumah: The spread of communism during the cold war era was of great 

concern to the British even greater was the concern about the new alliance 

between the Soviet Union and kwame Nkrumah of Ghana (Idang in 

Omoigui, 2015). With all this, the British thought of a means to whittle 

down the influence of communism and kwame Nkrumah in Nigeria.  

Serving as a Balancing Force: It was reported that then southern region of 

Nigeria dominated the Nigerian army officer corps which the north did not 

like. So to “the members of the Northern Peoples’ Congress (NPC) 

politicians, the utility of British military back-up would serve as a balancing 

force against the south and/or Action Group (Western region) subversives” 

(Idang in Omoigui, 2015). Besides these factors, the fallout from the France 

test of atomic bomb in the Saharan Desert as well as the British Cameroon 

security threat also influenced the signing of the Defence Pact.   

 

Major Provisions of the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact  

The Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact contains several provisions which 

Nigeria and Great Britain agreed to undertake. However, only the few 

important provisions will be reviewed here. To this end we begin with the 
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Preamble to the Pact which tells us the status of Nigeria as an independent 

state and a member of the Commonwealth and then goes ahead to highlight 

their intentions:  

Whereas the Federation of Nigeria is fully self-

governing and independent within the 

commonwealth; and whereas the government 

of the federation of Nigeria and the government 

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland recognize that it is in their 

common interest to promote peace and to 

provide for the mutual defence, And whereas 

the government of the Federation of Nigeria has 

now assumed responsibility for the external 

defence of its territory; now therefore, the 

Government of the Federation of Nigeria and 

the Government of the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland have agreed 

as follow: 1 the Government of the Federation 

and the United Kingdom each undertake to 

afford to the other such assistance as maybe 

necessary for mutual defence, and to consult 

together on the measures to be taken jointly or 

separately to ensure the fullest co-operation 

between the two for this purpose (Voice of 

Reason: Anglo – Nigeria Defence Pact, 2014). 

 

Article 1 Part 3 captures exactly what Nigerian Federation stands to benefit 

from the Pact, hence:  

The UK government will make available facilities for the 

training of members of the armed force of the Federation in 

particular, places will be made available for officer cadets and 

other ranks at training establishments in the UK such as Royal 
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Military College, Sandhurst; Royal Naval College, Dartmouth; 

the Men’s Officer Cadet School, Aldershot; and other British 

Military training centres (The Gravel International, 2015). 

 

In Part vii of the Defence Pact both countries agreed that: 

The British government will pay landing fees for the use of civil 

airfields in the Federation by the aircraft referred to the article 

3 of the agreement (not being aircraft of or under the control of 

the armed forces of the Federation) at the rate applicable to civil 

aircrafts of comparable size and will reimburse the government 

of the Federation extra expenditure by the government of the 

Federation (The Gravel International, 2015).  

 

Article 3 which is the heart of the Pact states its content thus:  

The government of the Federation and UK government each 

undertake to accord to military aircraft of, and the aircraft 

under the control of the air force of each other unrestricted 

overflying and air staging facilities in the Federation and in the 

UK and dependent territories respectively” (The Gravel 

International, 2015).       

 

Reasons for the Abrogation of the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact 

There were certain developments, as time went on, which helped in 

rendering the Defence Pact undesirable, hence its termination. These 

developments which were both internal and external are highlighted 

below: 

 

The Change of Leadership: The change of leadership, on the side of Britain, 

affected the life span of the Defence Pact considerably. As stated earlier, the 

initiator of the Pact in 1958 was the British Minister of Defence Duncan 

Sandys who was in office between 1957 and 1959 when he was replaced 

(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2018). The new Minister of Defence, Harold 
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Watkinson felt that rather than having a base, which was no longer 

acceptable in Nigeria, all the new components of the Pact could be achieved 

informally. So he opted for the abrogation of the Defence Pact (Idang, in 

Omoigui, 2015).  

 

The General Protest: The public opposition to the Anglo-Nigerian Defence 

Pact was also a notable factor that led to its cancellation. This was apparent 

when the students from the university college, Ibadan numbering over a 

thousand stormed the Parliament building at Race Course (now Tafawa 

Balewa Square) in Lagos, a day the Minister of Defence Muhammadu 

Ribadu was on his feet presenting a sectional paper that had the terms of 

defence agreement between Britain and Nigeria (Gravel International, 

2015). According to Omoruyi, (2001) the belief was that the defence pact 

“would unduly deny Nigeria the independence that was in the offing. More 

seriously it was feared that the Defence Pact would unduly drag Nigeria 

into military involvement contrary to the Nigerian national interest”. Also 

in the opinion of Emetulu, (2008) the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pac was 

interpreted by Nigerian popular opinion of the day as an attempt to 

recolonize the country through establishment of British military base in 

Kano- hence, the need to annul it. 

Besides these factors, there was a new technical breakthrough which gave 

British long – range aircraft. Again the economic condition of Britain could 

not withstand expensive capital project. In the case of Nigeria, there 

emerged a rapid “Nigerianization” of the officer corps; there was 

improvement of relationship with the Cameroon after the British Cameroon 

plebiscite; Nigeria became more prominent and gained a lot of reputation 

and confidence both on the continental and at the global levels; there was 

reduction in cold war tension between the West and the East; the Northern 

Peoples’ Congress sought rapprochement with the opposition Party, Action 

Group thereby ending the feud generated internally and; the street protests 

calling for it abrogation (Idang, in Omoigui, 2015).    
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Implications of the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact Saga on Nigeria 

Foreign Policy  

1. The involvement of students in the protest that led to the abrogation 

of the Pact put them at loggerhead with the army, who began to see 

university students as capable of causing trouble and thus, decided 

to maintain an arm’s length relationship with university graduates, 

including those in the military. Thus, with the exception of Ojukwu 

who was commissioned in 1958, only a handful of university 

graduates made it to the army (Balogun, 2011:162). 

2. Another implication is that the nullification of the Pact helped in 

strengthening the principle of non-alignment. It would be recalled 

that shortly after independence, Nigerian Prime Minister, Sir Alhaji 

Tafawa Balewa noted that: “We shall not blindly follow the lead of 

anyone; so far, as is possible, the foreign policy on each occasion will 

be selected with a proper independent objectivity in Nigeria’s 

national interest. We consider it wrong for the federal government 

to associate itself as a matter of routine with any of the power blocs” 

(Ofoegbu, 1980). This statement placed Nigeria among countries that 

were not prepared to take side in the ideological tussles that 

characterized the cold war. So ending the defence pact has assisted 

Nigeria to maintain the principle as further buttressed by Inamete 

(1985:151) thus: “The Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact episode 

demonstrated…enough political dynamics to ensure that Nigeria 

was not routinely aligned to any superpower bloc”.  

3. Government became more conscious of public opinion regarding 

major foreign policy decisions. In other words, public opinion began 

to shape Nigerian major foreign policy decisions. In this regard some 

examples readily come to mind; they include the General Ibrahim 

Babangida IMF loan and Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP); 

the registration of Nigeria as full member of the Organization 

Islamic Council (OIC), among others.    
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4. It also demonstrated that as an independent country, Nigeria is 

capable of taking any foreign policy decisions on her own and when 

such decisions are deemed to be undesirable she can change them.    

 

Recommendations 

Arising from the discussion, the following recommendations have been 

considered germane not only to assist in addressing the past mistakes but 

also to serve as a guide to other future engagements within the Nigerian 

foreign policy milieu.  

1. Foreign policy decisions must be thoroughly scrutinized before 

embarking on to avoid     unnecessary complications. 

2. Nigeria should avoid any Pact with a foreign country that will 

subject her to neo-colonial and imperial domination. 

3. Nigerian Students must not cease to play critical role, where 

necessary to preserve our country from government policy with 

negative implications. 

4. The government of Nigeria should enhance its defence capabilities 

by investing more in Research and Development (R&D) in order to 

be self self-reliance. 

5. Nigerian leaders must promote peace and unity among its various 

component units to forestall the possibility of one region or ethnic 

group signing a pact to defence its people against others as 

witnessed during the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact.    

 

Conclusion 

The paper x-rayed the Anglo-Nigerian Defence Pact which was signed by 

the Federal government of Nigeria and her British counterpart shortly after 

Nigeria’s independence for mutual benefit in the area of defence and 

security. It noted that the initiative first came when Britain thought of the 

need to protect her defence interests in the continent in the event of 

Nigeria’s self-rule and to sustain the relationship that existed between them 

before independence. Nigeria at first was reluctant but since it was the only 
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way out to secure independence, the Pact was endorsed. Later the federal 

government began to show additional interest due to her defence 

challenges. This gave the British government an opportunity to “subsume” 

the defence interest of Nigeria into the Pact thus leading to its early signing 

by the two countries. 

Notwithstanding, the general criticisms and mass protest against the Pact 

by the students of the University College Ibadan, the opposition members 

in the Parliament, etc let to the cancellation of the Defence Pact in 1962. The 

paper also stressed that the whole story about the defence Pact has helped 

in one way or the other to shape Nigeria’s foreign policy decision 

throughout the years. Every nation state seeks diverse ways of achieving its 

strategic national interests, including the signing of defence alliance. Thus, 

it will be fitting if such an alliance or Pact is carefully examined so that upon 

completion it will be a win-win situation for the parties involved.                 
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